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U.S. Army Reserve Sustainment Command (ARSC)

The U.S. Army Reserve Sustainment Command (ARSC), headquartered in Birmingham, AL, provides trained acquisition and logistics professionals for worldwide deployment or mobilization. These Soldiers augment active-duty military or civilian staff of the Army Materiel Command (AMC). Receiving its permanent order in November 2007, the ARSC became a one-of-a-kind organization through its consolidation of all AMC Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs) under one Army Reserve structure. In doing so, the Multifunctional Support Command (MFSC), which had supported the ASC Troop Program Unit (TPU) deployment requirements, folded its structure into the ASC TPU Element.

The ARSC is a General Officer Command that currently has 29 Derivative Unit Identification Codes (DUICs) spread in as many locations to support all AMC Major Subordinate Commands and Life Cycle Manage-